Abstract. Integral projections can be used to model the visual appearance of human faces. In this way, model based detection is done by fitting the model into an unknown pattern. Thus, the key problem is the alignment of projection patterns with respect to a given model of generic face. We provide an algorithm to align a 1-D pattern to a model consisting of the mean pattern and its variance. Projection models can also be used in facial feature location, pose estimation, expression and person recognition. Some preliminary experimental results are presented.
Introduction
Human face detection is an essential problem in the context of perceptual interfaces and human image processing, since a fixed location assumption is not possible in practice. It deals with determining the number of faces that appear in an image and, for each of them, its location and spatial extent [1] . Finding a fast and robust method to detect faces under non-trivial conditions is still a challenging problem.
Integral projections have already been used in problems like face detection [2, 3] and facial feature location [4] . However, most existing techniques are based on maxmin analysis [2, 3] , fuzzy logic [4] and similar heuristic approaches. To the best of our knowledge, no rigorous study on the use of projections has been done yet. Besides, the use of projections constitutes a minor part in the vision systems. Our proposal is to use projections as a means to create 1-dimensional face models.
The structure of this paper is the following. In Section 2, we show how projections can be used by themselves to model 3-D objects like faces. The face detection process is presented in Section 3. Section 4 focuses in the key problem of projection alignment. Some preliminary experimental results on the proposed model are described in Section 5. Finally, we present some relevant conclusions.
Modeling Objects with Integral Projections
Integral projections can be used to represent the visual appearance of a certain kind * This work has been supported by the Spanish MCYT grant DPI-2001-0469-C03-01.
of object under a relatively wide range of conditions, i.e., to model object classes. In this way, object analysis can be done by fitting a test sample to the projection model. We will start this section with some basic definitions on integral projections.
One-dimensional Projections
Let i(x, y) be a grayscale image and R(i) a region in this image, i.e., a set of contiguous pixels in the domain of i. The horizontal and vertical integral projections of R(i), denoted by P HR(i) and P VR(i) respectively, are discrete and finite 1-D signals given by
where
The sets {x min , ..., x max } and {y min , ..., y max } are called the domains of the horizontal and vertical integral projection, denoted by Domain(P HR(i) ) and Domain(P VR(i) ) respectively. Similarly, we can define the projection along any direction with angle α, P αR(i) , as the vertical projection of region R(i) rotated by angle α. Applied on faces, vertical and horizontal projections produce typical patterns, as those in Fig. 1 . Integral projections give marginal distributions of gray values along one direction, so they usually involve a loss of information. An approximate reconstruction of R(i) can be easily computed from P HR(i) and P VR(i) . Let us suppose i(x,y) is normalized to values in [0, 1] , then the reconstruction is: î(x,y) = P HR(i) (x)·P VR(i) (y), ∀(x,y) ∈ R(i).
Modeling Faces
The following questions have to be dealt with when using a model of projections:
-How many projections are used to model the object class. -For each of them, which angle and which part of the region is projected.
-What projected pixels represent, e.g., intensity, edge-level, color hue.
As we have mentioned, an approximate reconstruction can be computed from the projections and, somewhat, the similarity with respect to the original image indicates the accuracy of the representation. For instance, three reprojections of a face image using different numbers of projections are shown in Fig. 2 . 
Face Detection Using Projections
In a general sense, object detection using models consists of fitting a known model into an unknown pattern. If a good fitting is found, the object is said to be detected.
However, as the location, scale and orientation of the object in the image is unknown, either selective attention [3, 5, 6] or exhaustive multi-scale searching [7, 8] , are needed. We use the selective attention mechanism described in [3] , based on connected components of skin-like color. This process was used in the experiments to extract the face and non-face candidate regions, which are the input to the face detection algorithm using the projection models. The algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . Align
Algorithm: Face Detection Using a Projection Model
If a good alignment was obtained in step 2.2, compute P HR1(i) and P HR2(i) , the horizontal integral projections of the upper and lower parts of R(i) respectively, according to the results of the alignment P' VR(i) .
Align P HR1(i) to ( M H,EYES , V H,EYES ) obtaining P' HR1(i) , and align P HR2
If good alignments were obtained in step 2.4, then R(i) corresponds to a face. Increment n, and make R n = R(i). The location of the facial features can be computed by undoing the alignment transformations in steps 2.2 and 2.4.
Fig. 3.
Global structure of the algorithm for face detection using a projection model.
First, the (M V,FACE , V V,FACE ) part of the model is fitted into the vertical projection of the whole candidate region, which might contain parts of hair or neck. If a good alignment is obtained, the vertical locations of the facial components are known, so we can compute the horizontal projections of the eye and mouth regions, removing hair and neck. If both are also correctly aligned, a face has been found.
Projection Alignment
The key problem in object detection using projections is alignment. The purpose of projection alignment is to produce new derived projections where the location of the facial features is the same in all of them. Figs. 4a,b) show two typical skin-color regions containing faces, which produce unaligned patterns of vertical projections. After alignment, eyes, nose and mouth appear at the same position in all the patterns.
In this section, we describe one solution to the problem of aligning 1-D patterns, or signals, to a model consisting of the mean signal and variance at each point, as introduced in Section 2.2. Note that in the algorithm for face detection, in Section 3, the goodness of alignment is directly used to classify the pattern as face or non-face. In general, any classifier could be used on aligned patterns, thus making clear the difference between preprocessing (alignment) and pattern recognition (binary classification face/non-face). In the following, we will suppose any classifier can be used. 
Alignment Criterion
Theoretically speaking, a good alignment method for detection should produce a representation of face patterns invariant to lighting conditions, pose, person and face expression. Let us suppose we have a set of projections P=P FACE ∪ P NON-FACE , and a set of alignment transformations A={a 1 , ..., a m }. The best alignment is the one that produces the best detection ratios, that is, a high number of detected faces and a low number of false-positives. Instead, we will work with a more practical criterion. In order to achieve good detection results, independently from the classifier used, the alignment should minimize the variance of aligned face patterns, denoted by }. However, estimating this interclass variance is a hard problem, since no finite set P NON-FACE can be representative enough of everything which is not a face.
Supposing the average projection of the infinite class of non-faces is a uniform signal, the variance between face and non-face classes can be estimated with the inner variance, or energy, of the mean signal a FACE P . In this way, the goodness of an alignment transformation a can be estimated with the ratio ( )
A lower value of (5) means a better alignment. In practice, we are interested in aligning patterns according to a projection model in the form (M: mean; V: variance) learnt by training. This involves that the average face projection (and, consequently, its energy) is computed in the training process. As a result, for a given pattern p, the alignment should minimize its contribution to (5), which can be expressed as
Transformation Functions
A transformation is a function that takes a signal as an input and produces a derived signal. It is called an alignment, or normalization, if the transformed signals verify a given property. We are interested in parameterized functions, where the parameters of the transformation are calculated for each signal and model. It is convenient to limit the number of free parameters, as a high number could produce a problem of over-alignment: both face and non-face patterns could be transformed to facesimilar patterns, causing many false-positives. We will use the following family of parameterized transformation functions
defined by
As expressed in (8) , the function t a,b,c,d,e makes a linear transformation both in value and in domain of the input signal S. It has five free parameters: (a, b, c) the value transformation parameters, and (d, e) the domain transformation parameters. Geometrically interpreted, (a, e) are translation parameters in value and domain, respectively; (c, d) are scale parameters, and b is a skew parameter that, in our case, accounts for a non-uniform illumination of the object.
Alignment Algorithm
For the alignment, we will use the family of transformation functions with the form t a,b,c,d,e , defined in (7) and (8) . We can obtain the objective function of alignment replacing p a in (6) with (8) . Thus, the optimum alignment of a signal S to a model (M, V) is given by the set of values (a, b, c, d , e) minimizing ( )
Due to the form of the transformation, both in value and domain, standard optimization techniques can not be applied to minimize (9). Instead of it, we use an iterative two-step algorithm that, alternatively, solves for the domain parameters (d, e) and the value parameters (a, b, c) . The algorithm is presented in Fig. 5 . 
Pattern value alignment. 2.2.1.
Estimate value transformation parameters (a, b, c) as the values minimizing
Transform pattern S' d to obtain the new S', using: The algorithm is based on an assignment h(i) of points in Domain(S) with the corresponding points in Domain(M). This assignment is computed as the most similar point to S(i) around a local proximity in M(i). The similarity is a combination of position and slope likeness. The reliability degree w(i) is proportional to the maximum similarity and inversely proportional to the similarity of non-maximum.
Experimental Results
The purpose of the experiments described herein has been to assess the invariance and robustness of the aligned projection representation and its potential to discriminate between faces and non-faces. In this way, the results indicate both the strength of the alignment algorithm and the feasibility of modeling faces with projections.
The test set consists of 325 face (R FACE ) and 292 non-face (R NON-FACE ) regions segmented from 310 color images, using color segmentation (see step 1, in Fig. 3 ). These images were captured from 12 different TV channels, with samples taken from news, series, contests, documentaries, etc. The existing faces present a wide range of different conditions in pose, expression, facial features, lighting and resolution. Some of them are shown in Fig. 7 . The face model was computed using a reduced set of 45 faces, not used in the test set, and is shown in Fig. 6 . As described in Section 3, detection is done according to the distance from the model to the aligned projections (P VR , P HR1 , P HR2 ) of each region R, using equation (9). The distances obtained for the test set are shown in Fig. 7 . As expected, R FACE projections yield lower distance values, although a certain overlapping exists. This overlapping is 11%, 39% and 67% for Figs. 7a), 7b) and 7c) respectively, so, by itself, the vertical projection of the whole face is the most discriminant component. The results of the face detector, using different distance thresholds, are shown in the ROC curve in Fig. 7d ). At the point with equal number of false-positives and false-negatives the detection ratio is 95.1%. A direct comparison with other methods is not meaningful, since the color-based attention process should also be taken into account. In previous experiments [3] , this process showed an average detection ratio of 90.6% with 20.1% false-negatives (similar results are reported by other authors in [5] ). Combined with the projection method, the faces detected are 86.2% with 0.96% of false-negatives. These results are comparable with some state-of-theart appearance based methods (see [7] and references therein), detecting between 76.8% and 92.9% of the faces, but with higher numbers of false detections.
Conclusion and Future Work
This work constitutes, to the best of our knowledge, the first proposal concerning the definition and use of one-dimensional face patterns. This means that projections are used not only to extract information from max-min analysis or similar heuristic methods, but to model object classes and perform object detection and analysis. The preliminary experiments have clearly shown the feasibility of our proposal.
Somewhat, our approach could be considered equivalent to a 2-D appearance based face detection, where the implicit model is like the image shown in Fig. 6d ). However, our method has several major advantages. First, working with 1-D signals involves an important improvement in computational efficiency. Second, the separation in vertical projection and then horizontal projections, makes the process very robust to non-trivial conditions or bad segmentation, without requiring exhaustive multi-scale searching. Third, the kind of projection model we have used, has proven an excellent generalization capability and invariance to pose, facial expression, facial elements and acquisition conditions.
